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1 IntroductionThe Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) is an ISO standardthat provides a syntactic meta-language for the de�nition of textual markupsystems, which are used to indicate the structure of documents so that theycan be electronically typeset, searched, and communicated [ISO86, Bar89,Gol90].In SGML, document types are de�ned by context-free grammars in an ex-tended Backus-Naur form. The right-hand side of a production is calleda content model. Content models are similar to standard regular expres-sions; they are built from symbols in an alphabet � with unary operators ?,�, and + and binary operators +, �, and &. The language L(E) representedby a content model E is de�ned inductively:L(a) = fag for a 2 �L(F +G) = L(F )[ L(G)L(F &G) = L(FG+GF )L(F?) = L(F ) [ f�gL(F �) = fv1 : : : vn j n � 0; v1; : : : ; vn 2 L(F )gL(F+) = fv1 : : : vn j n � 1; v1; : : : ; vn 2 L(F )gNote that neither ; nor � are syntactic constituents of content models. It isnot hard to see that the languages denoted by content models are exactlythe regular languages that are di�erent from ; and f�g.In an SGML document grammar, only those content models are allowedthat are unambiguous in the sense of Clause 11.2.4.3 of the standard, ascited in the abstract. In other words, only such content models are valid thatenable us to uniquely determine which appearance of a symbol in a contentmodel matches the next symbol in an input word without looking beyondthat symbol in the input word. For example, ((a + b)�a)? is ambiguous,whereas (b�a)� is unambiguous.This de�nition gives rise to the following question, both of theoretical in-terest and of relevance for systems supporting SGML: Given a contentmodel E, how can we decide whether E is unambiguous? This questionhas already been answered not for content models, but for the smaller class2



of standard regular expressions [BW92, Bru92a, Bru92b]. (As usual, a stan-dard regular expression is built from �, ;, and symbols in � with the unaryoperator � and the binary operators � and +.) In this paper, we give arigorous de�nition of unambiguity for content models, and we present anoptimal-time algorithm to test content models for unambiguity.The de�nition of unambiguity is based on the concept of marking a contentmodel; that is, assigning di�erent subscripts to di�erent occurrences of thesame symbol. For example, (a? & b)a+ can be marked as (a1? & b1)a+2 .Now, each word denoted by the content model corresponds to at leastone sequence of subscripted symbols. In our example, baaa correspondsto b1a1a2a2 and to b1a2a2a2. If we mark a standard regular expression, thelanguage L of the marked expression is local [Pin92]: If u1xu2; v1xv2 2 L forsome words u1, u2, v1, and v2 of subscripted symbols and some subscriptedsymbol x, then u1xv2; v1xu2 2 L. This observation leads to a decision algo-rithm for unambiguity of standard regular expressions [Bru92a, Bru92b].However, this algorithm is not capable of dealing with content modelscontaining & operators because they do in general not have the prop-erty of locality. In our example above, the possible continuations of theword b1a1 are an2 , n � 1, but the possible continuations of the word a1are b1an2 , n � 1. Clark [Cla92] has proposed a modi�cation of our algo-rithm [Bru92a, Bru92b] that also works for content models with & opera-tors. Yet he has not given a proof why this algorithm works. We describethis approach in Section 3, give a formal proof of correctness, and optimizethe running time. Our results imply also that the unambiguity test that isimplemented in the SGML parser sgmls [Cla92] is correct.2 De�nitionsIn this paper, we consider extended regular expressions built from � andsymbols in � with unary operators ?, �, and + and binary operators +,�, and &. Since ; can be eliminated as a syntactic constituent withoutdisturbing unambiguity, we do not allow it in extended regular expressions.From now on, we use the term expression for extended regular expressions.A marked expression E is an expression over �0, the alphabet of subscripted3



symbols, such that each subscripted symbol occurs at most once in E. Fora subscripted symbol x, let �(x) denote the underlying symbol in �. Weuse uppercase letters from E through J as variables for expressions and formarked expressions, a, b, and c for symbols in �, x, y, and z for subscriptedsymbols in �0, also called positions, and u, v, and w for words over � orover �0.Note that, given a marking E 0 of expression E, the words of L(E) can beobtained from the words of L(E 0) by dropping the subscripts. In general,several words in L(E 0) may correspond to a single word in L(E). For ex-ample, let E = a?(a + b)� and E 0 = a1?(a2 + b3)�. Then, aaa in L(E)corresponds to a1a2a2 and to a2a2a2 in L(E 0). We can now give a concisede�nition of what the SGML standard calls unambiguous.De�nition 2.1 Let E 0 be a marking of the expression E. Then, E 0 isunambiguous if and only if for all words u, v, and w over �0 and all symbolsx, y in �0 holds: If uxv and uyw are in L(E 0) and if �(x) = �(y), thenx = y. The expression E is unambiguous if and only if E 0 is unambiguous.It is not hard to see that this de�nition is independent of the marking chosenfor E.3 The decision algorithm for unambiguityIn this section, we compute, given a marked expression E, all pairs ofpositions in E that compete in the sense of De�nition 3.1 below. Then,E is unambiguous if and only if any two competing positions of E havedi�erent underlying symbols in �.De�nition 3.1 Let E be a marked expression. Two positions x and ycompete in E if and only if there are words u, v, and w such that uxvand uyw are in L(E).De�nition 3.2 For a marked expression E, we de�nesym(E) = fy j vyw 2 L(E) for some words v and w over �0; gfirst(E) = fy j yw 2 L(E) for some word w over �0g;4



last(E) = fy j wy 2 L(E) for some word w over �0g, andfollow(E; x) = fy j vxyw 2 L(E) for some words v and w over �g;for each x in sym(E).It is not hard to see that, for a marked standard regular expression E,positions x and y of E compete if and only if x; y 2 first(E) or if thereis a position z of E such that x; y 2 follow(E; z). This fact is due to theprinciple of locality. However, if E contains an & operator, there may bepositions x, y, and z such that x; y 2 follow(E; z) yet x and y do notcompete. Consider E = (I & J)H , z 2 last(J), x 2 first(I), y 2 first(H).Then we have x; y 2 follow(E; z). Yet for any pre�x uz of a word in L(E),either u has not yet satis�ed I and, thus, uz may be continued with xbut (assuming � =2 L(I)) not with y, or u has already satis�ed I and thus,uz may be continued with y but not with x. Therefore, x and y do notcompete. Clark [Cla92] has proposed to consider a subset follow�(E; z)of follow(E; z) that in this case no longer contains x. In Theorem A, wecharacterize competing positions using Clark's de�nition.De�nition 3.3 For a marked expression E, we de�ne follow�(E; x) forx in sym(E) by induction on E as follows.E = x:follow�(E; x) = ;:E = F +G:follow�(E; x) = 8<: follow�(F; x) if x 2 sym(F ),follow�(G; x) if x 2 sym(G).E = FG:follow�(E; x) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: follow�(F; x) if x 2 sym(F ), x =2 last(F ),follow�(F; x)[ first(G) if x 2 last(F ),follow�(G; x) if x 2 sym(G).5



E = F &G:follow�(E; x) = 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
follow�(F; x) if x 2 sym(F ), x =2 last(F )or if x 2 last(F ), � =2 L(G),follow�(F; x)[ first(G) if x 2 last(F ), � 2 L(G),follow�(G; x) if x 2 sym(G), x =2 last(G)or if x 2 last(G), � =2 L(F ),follow�(G; x)[ first(F ) if x 2 last(G), � 2 L(F ).E = F?:follow�(E; x) = follow�(F; x):E = F �; F+:follow�(E; x) = 8>>><>>>: follow�(F; x) if x 2 sym(F ), x =2 last(F ),follow�(F; x)[ first(F ) if x 2 last(F ).Theorem A Let E be a marked expression. Then, positions x and y of Ecompete if and only if one of the following three conditions holds:1. x; y 2 first(E),2. there is a position z of E such that x; y 2 follow�(E; z), or3. there is a subexpression I&J or J&I of E and a position z 2 last(I)such that x 2 follow�(I; z) and y 2 first(J) or y 2 follow�(I; z)and x 2 first(J).Theorem B A marked expression E is unambiguous if and only if itsatis�es the following three conditions:1. If x; y 2 first(E) and �(x) = �(y), then x = y.2. If x; y 2 follow�(E; z) and �(x) = �(y), then x = y.3. If I & J or J & I is a subexpression of E and z 2 last(I) such thatx 2 follow�(I; z) and y 2 first(J), then �(x) 6= �(y).6



Theorem A immediately implies Theorem B. We prove now Theorem A.As an auxiliary result we use Lemma 3.2, which establishes a weak form oflocality for extended expressions. Four types of arguments that are validonly in the context of marked expressions repeat themselves throughout theproofs. We present these arguments �rst in Lemma 3.1 below. For a set Sof symbols, the S-pre�x (S-su�x) of a word is its longest pre�x (su�x)that consists only of symbols in S.Lemma 3.1 Let E be a marked expression.1. Let E = F + G or E = G + F . If w in L(E) contains a symbolin sym(F ), then w 2 L(F ) and w =2 L(G).2. Let E = FG. If uxv 2 L(E) and x 2 sym(F ), we factorize v as _v�vwhere _v is the sym(F )-pre�x of v; then ux _v 2 L(F ) and �v 2 L(G).Analogously, if x 2 sym(G), we factorize u as _u�u where �u is thesym(G)-su�x of u; then _u 2 L(F ) and �uxv 2 L(G).3. Let E = F & G or E = G & F . If uxv 2 L(E) and x 2 sym(F ),we factorize u as _u�u and v as _v�v where �u is the sym(F )-su�x of uand _v is the sym(F )-pre�x of v; then �ux _v 2 L(F ), one of _u and �v isin L(G) and the other one is the empty word.4. Let E = H� or E = H+ and H = F + G, H = G + F , H = FG,H = GF , H = F&G, or H = G&F . If uzv 2 L(E) and z 2 sym(F ),then _uz _v 2 L(F �) where _u is the sym(F )-su�x of u and _v is thesym(F )-pre�x of v. If H is a concatenation and � =2 L(G), then even_uz _v 2 L(F ).Lemma 3.2 Let E be a marked expression and z 2 last(E). Then x 2follow�(E; z) if and only if uz; uzxv 2 L(E) for some u and v.Proof The proof is by induction on the size of E.E = �: The precondition that z 2 last(E) cannot be satis�ed.E = z: Neither x 2 follow�(E; z) nor uzxv 2 L(E).E = F +G: Without loss of generality, z 2 sym(F ); that is, z 2 last(F )by Lemma 3.1. By de�nition, follow�(E; z) = follow�(F; z). Further-7



more, uz; uzxv 2 L(E) if and only if uz; uzxv 2 L(F ), by Lemma 3.1. Anapplication of the induction hypothesis to F completes the proof.E = FG: Since z 2 last(E), the language of E is not empty, and neitherare the languages of F nor of G. We divide the proof into three cases. First,let z 2 sym(G); that is, z 2 last(G), by Lemma 3.1. Then follow�(E; z) =follow�(G; z). Finally, by Lemma 3.1, uz; uzxv 2 L(E) for some u and vif and only if _uz; _uzxv 2 L(G) for some _u and v, because L(F ) 6= ;. Anapplication of the induction hypothesis to G completes the proof for thiscase.Next, let z 2 sym(F ) and x 2 sym(G). Then x 2 follow�(E; z) if andonly if z 2 last(F ) and x 2 first(G); but this means there are u and vsuch that uz 2 L(F ) and xv 2 L(G), or, equivalently, uz; uzxv 2 L(E), byLemma 3.1. Hence, in this case we have a direct proof that does not resortto the induction hypothesis.Finally, let z; x 2 sym(F ); in particular, z 2 last(F ) by Lemma 3.1.Then x 2 follow�(E; z) if and only if x 2 follow�(F; z). Furthermore,uz; uzxv 2 L(E) for some u and v if and only if uz; uzx _v 2 L(F ) for some uand _v, because L(G) 6= ;. An application of the induction hypothesis to Fcompletes the proof.E = F &G: As in the previous case, neither L(F ) nor L(G) are empty.Without loss of generality, z 2 sym(F ); thus, z 2 last(F ), by Lemma 3.1.If x 2 sym(F ), then x 2 follow�(E; z) if and only if x 2 follow�(F; z);furthermore, uz; uzxv 2 L(E) for some u and v if and only if _uz; _uzx _v 2L(F ) for some _u and _v, by Lemma 3.1; hence, the claim follows by theinduction hypothesis for F .On the other hand, if x 2 sym(G), then x 2 follow�(E; z) if and onlyif z 2 last(F ) x 2 first(G), and � 2 L(G); but this means there are uand v such that uz 2 L(F ), xw 2 L(G), and still � 2 L(G), or, equivalently,uz; uzxw 2 L(E), by Lemma 3.1.E = F?: This case is proved by a simple application of the induction hy-pothesis to F . 8



E = H� or E = H+: To make sure that the induction hypothesis can beapplied, we observe that last(E) = last(H) and, hence, z 2 last(H). Nowwe prove the two implications of the lemma separately.First, let x 2 follow�(E; z). We wish to prove that uz; uzxv 2 L(E) forsome u and v. If x 2 follow�(H; z), we only have to apply the inductionhypothesis to H . On the other hand, if x =2 follow�(H; z), then x 2first(H); therefore, uz; xv 2 L(H) for some u and v; that is, uz; uzxv 2L(E).Second, let uz; uzxv 2 L(E). To prove that x 2 follow�(E; z), we carryout a case analysis that depends on the structure of H . Since uz 2 L(E),it cannot happen that H = �. If H = y, then z = x = y and, hence,x 2 follow�(E; z). If H = F?, H = F �, or H = F+, the proof is an easyapplication of the induction hypothesis to F �, which is smaller than E. Wedemonstrate now the case when H = F + G, H = FG, or H = F & G.Without loss of generality, z 2 sym(F ); that is, z 2 last(F ). We considertwo cases. If x 2 sym(G), then uzxv 2 L(E) implies that z 2 last(F )and x 2 first(G); hence, x 2 follow�(E; z). On the other hand, if x 2sym(F ), we consider the sym(F )-su�x _u of u and the sym(F )-pre�x _v of v;then _uz; _uzx _v 2 L(F �), by Lemma 3.2; the induction hypothesis for F �implies that x 2 follow�(F �; z); then either x 2 follow�(E�; z), and weare done, or H is a concatenation and � =2 L(G); in the latter case, however,_uz; _uzx _v 2 L(F ) even, and an application of the induction hypothesis to Fcompletes the proof. 2We are now ready to prove the left-to-right direction of Theorem A. If thetwo positions x and y compete, then x; y 2 first(E) or there are u, v, w,and z such that uzxv; uzyw 2 L(E). In the latter case, there are threepossibilities: First, x; y 2 follow�(E; z); second, exactly one of x and yis in follow�(E; z); or, third, x; y =2 follow�(E; z). In the �rst case weare done; the second case is dealt with in Lemma 3.3 and the third case inLemmas 3.4 and 3.5 below.Lemma 3.3 Let E be a marked expression. If uzxv; uzyw 2 L(E), x 2follow�(E; z), and y =2 follow�(E; z), then x 2 follow�(F; z) and y 29



first(G) for some subexpression F &G or G& F of E where z 2 last(F ).Proof The proof is by induction on the size of E.E = � or E = x: In these cases, the preconditions of the lemma are notsatis�ed.E = F +G: By Lemma 3.1 and the de�nition of follow�(E; z), all pre-conditions for an application of the induction hypothesis to F respectivelyto G are satis�ed, depending on whether z 2 sym(F ) or z 2 sym(G).E = FG: If z 2 sym(G), we can, by Lemma 3.1, reduce the proof to anapplication of the induction hypothesis to G. If z 2 sym(F ), an applicationof Lemma 3.1 to uzyw yields y 2 sym(F ), since y =2 follow�(E; z). ByLemma 3.2, x 2 sym(F ) as well, since otherwise uz; uzy _w 2 L(F ), yety =2 follow�(F; z). we are now prepared for an application of the inductionhypothesis to F , since, by Lemma 3.1, uzx _v; uzy _w 2 L(F ) for some _v and _wand x 2 follow�(F; z), y =2 follow�(F; z).E = F &G: Without loss of generality, z 2 sym(F ). First we considerthe case when � =2 L(G); in particular, x 2 follow�(F; z). If y 2 sym(G),then z 2 last(F ) and y 2 first(G) and the claim is proved. On the otherhand, if y 2 sym(F ), then y =2 follow�(F; z) and _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F ) forsome _u, _v, and _w, by Lemma 3.1 applied to uzxv and uzyw; hence, we cannow apply the induction hypothesis to F .Next we consider the case when � 2 L(G). Then y 2 sym(F ), becausey =2 follow�(E; z). As in the case when E = FG, Lemma 3.2 implies thatx 2 sym(F ); that is, x 2 follow�(F; z); by Lemma 3.1, _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F )for some _u, _v, and _w. We can now apply the induction hypothesis to Fagain.E = H� or E = H+: As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we carry out a caseanalysis that depends on the structure of H . In the cases when H = �or H = x, the preconditions of the lemma are not satis�ed. If H = F?,H = F �, or H = F+, the proof is an easy application of the inductionhypothesis to F �, which is smaller than E. We demonstrate now the caseswhen H = F + G, H = FG, or H = F & G. Then y 2 sym(F ), sincey =2 follow�(E; z). If H = FG and � =2 L(G), then x 2 sym(G) implies10



that _uz; _uzy _w 2 L(F ) for some _u and _w, whereas y =2 follow�(F; z), incontradiction to Lemma 3.2; thus, x 2 sym(F ); that is, _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F )for some _u, _v and _w, x 2 follow�(F; z), and y =2 follow�(F; z); hence, inthis case, an application of the induction hypothesis to F completes theproof. In all other cases, x 2 sym(G) implies that _uz, _uzy _w 2 L(F �) forsome _u and _w. Yet it contradicts Lemma 3.2 that y =2 follow�(F �; z).Thus, x 2 sym(F ); that is, _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F �) for some _u, _v and _w,x 2 follow�(F �; z), and y =2 follow�(F �; z); now an application of theinduction hypothesis to F � completes the proof. 2Lemma 3.4 Let E be a marked expression. If uzxv; uzyw 2 L(E), x; y =2follow�(E; z), then x; y 2 first(H) for some subexpression H of E.Proof The proof is by induction on the size of E.E = � or E = x: The precondition that uzxv 2 L(E) is not satis�ed.E = F +G: By Lemma 3.1, the proof is reduced to the induction hypoth-esis for F or G, depending on whether z 2 sym(F ) or z 2 sym(G).E = FG: If z 2 sym(G), then _uzxv; _uzyw 2 L(G) for some _u and x; y =2follow�(G; z). On the other hand, if z 2 sym(F ), then x; y 2 sym(F ),since x; y =2 follow�(E; z); therefore, uzx _v; uzy _w 2 L(F ) for some _v and _wand x; y =2 follow�(F; z). We can now apply the induction hypothesis to Fand G, respectively.E = F &G: Without loss of generality, let z 2 sym(F ). First, if x; y 2sym(F ) as well, then _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F ) for some _u, _v and _w and x; y =2follow�(F; z); we can then apply the induction hypothesis to F . Second,if x; y 2 sym(G), then x; y 2 first(G) and the claim is proved. Finally,we show by contradiction that either both or none of x and y must be-long to sym(F ); without loss of generality, we assume x 2 sym(F ) andy 2 sym(G). Then, by Lemma 3.2, uzx _v; uz 2 L(F ) for some _v; byLemma 3.2, x 2 follow�(F; z), in contradiction to the assumption thatx =2 follow�(E; z). 11



E = H� or E = H+: Again we carry out a case analysis that depends onthe structure of H . If H = � or H = x, the preconditions are not satis�ed.If H = F?, H = F �, or H = F+, the proof is an easy application of theinduction hypothesis to F �, which is smaller than E. We demonstrate nowthe cases when H = F + G, H = FG, or H = F & G. Without loss ofgenerality, z 2 sym(F ). Then x; y 2 sym(F ), because x; y =2 follow�(E; z).In the subcase when H = F&G and � =2 L(G), we have x; y =2 follow�(F; z)and _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F ) for some _u, _v and _w. In all other subcases, x; y =2follow�(F �; z) and _uzx _v; _uzy _w 2 L(F �). We can complete the proof byapplying the induction hypothesis to F in the former case and to F � in thelatter case. 2Lemma 3.5 Let H be a subexpression of a marked expression E. Thenfirst(H) � first(E) or first(H) � follow�(E; z) for some z in sym(E).The proof is a straightforward induction on E that we omit.Finally, we prove the right-to-left direction of Theorem A. We wish toshow that each of the three conditions in the lemma implies that x and ycompete in E. Obviously, this is correct for the �rst condition. For thesecond condition, we carry out a structural induction on E. So we assumethat z 2 sym(E) and x; y 2 follow�(E; z). We have to demonstrate thatx and y compete in E.E = � or E = z: The preconditions are not satis�ed.E = F +G: This case is an easy application of the induction hypothesisto F respectively to G, depending on whether z 2 sym(F ) or z 2 sym(G).E = FG or E = F &G: Since z 2 sym(E), neither L(F ) nor L(G) areempty. Without loss of generality, z 2 sym(F ). If x; y 2 sym(F ) aswell, then x; y 2 follow�(F; z) and we can apply the induction hypoth-esis to F ; since L(G) 6= ;, this completes the proof. If x; y 2 sym(G),then x; y 2 first(G); that is, xv; yw 2 L(G) for some v and w; sinceL(F ) 6= ;, x and y compete in E. Finally, we assume without loss ofgenerality that x 2 sym(F ) and y 2 sym(G); then x; y 2 follow�(E; z)implies that z 2 last(F ), x 2 follow�(F; z), and y 2 first(G); that is, by12



Lemma 3.2, uz; uzxv 2 L(F ) and yw 2 L(G) for some u, v and w; hence,uzxvyw; uzyw 2 L(E).E = F � or E = F+: If x; y 2 follow�(F; z), then we have only to ap-ply the induction hypothesis to F . If x; y =2 follow�(F; z), then x; y 2follow�(E; z) implies that x; y 2 first(F ) and we are done. Finally,we assume without loss of generality that x 2 follow�(F; z) and y =2follow�(F; z). The fact that y 2 follow�(E; z) implies that z 2 last(F )and y 2 first(F ); since x 2 follow�(F; z), we can apply Lemma 3.2 andget uz; uzxv 2 L(F ) for some u and v; furthermore, yw 2 L(F ) for some w;hence, uzxv; uzyw 2 L(E).Finally, we turn to the third condition. If E = F & G or E = G & F andz 2 last(F ), x 2 follow�(F; z), and y 2 first(G), then, as in the inductionabove, uz; uzxv 2 L(F ) and yw 2 L(G) for some u, v, and w, and, thus,uzxvyw; uzyw 2 L(E); hence, x and y compete in E. We complete theproof with the following observation:Lemma 3.6 If x and y compete in a subexpression H of a marked expres-sion E, then they compete in E as well.The proof of this observation is a straightforward induction on E that weomit.Theorem C For a �xed-size alphabet, it can be decided, for an expres-sion E, in time linear in the size of E whether E is unambiguous.Proof We only sketch the proof for the case when E is marked. To testE for unambiguity, we compute first(E), last(E), and follow�(E; x) forx in sym(E) bottom up from the subexpressions of E. De�nition 3.3 givesthe equations necessary to compute follow�. We are especially interestedin the case when all the set unions in De�nition 3.3 are disjoint; that is, Eis in star normal form as de�ned below. In this case, we can partition thecomputation of follow�(E; x) into constant-time steps such that each stepcomputes a new element in follow�(E; x) for some x in sym(E). Duringthis computation, we also monitor conditions 2 and 3 of Theorem B. There-fore, we can detect any unambiguity in E before more than time linear inthe size of E has been spent. The next theorem justi�es the assumption13



that E be in star normal form. It is a generalization of an earlier result forstandard regular expressions [Bru92a, Bru92b]. 2De�nition 3.4 Let E 0 be a marking of the expression E. Then, E 0 is instar normal form if and only if for each subexpression H� or H+ of E 0 theconditionfollow�(H; last(H)) \ first(H) = ;holds. E is in star normal form if and only if E 0 is in star normal form.Theorem D Given a marked expression E, we can compute in time linearin the size of E an expression E� in star normal form such that E is un-ambiguous if and only if E� is unambiguous. If E contains no & operator,then E� does not contain one either; in this case, even L(E) = L(E�).4 ConclusionsWe have presented an optimal-time algorithm to test SGML content modelsfor unambiguity. This paper clari�es the SGML standard and entails a proofof correctness for the unambiguity test in Clark's parser sgmls. Our workis currently reviewed by DIN and ISO for the revised edition of the SGMLstandard.The \non-local" & operator, that can occur in content models but not instandard regular expressions, has required a new approach to unambiguitytesting. It is also quite powerful from the languages point of view: Applyingour characterization of unambiguous regular languages [BW92], it is nothard to see that the language L0 of the unambiguous content model (a&b?&c?)� cannot be denoted by any unambiguous standard regular expression.Incidentally, L0 can neither be denoted by any unambiguous content modelin star normal form [Bru93]. While we have solved the semantic problemfor unambiguous standard regular expressions in an earlier paper [BW92],it is an open problem to characterize the regular languages that can bedenoted by unambiguous content models.14
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